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On View

Artist Gina Beavers Satirizes Our Insatiable
Appetite for Personal Beauty in Her New Show
at Marianne Boesky—See Images Here
Beavers's latest exhibition is inspired by a Sex and the City meme.

Gina Beavers, Pink Lips on Lips (2020). Courtesy of the artist and Marianne Boesky Gallery, New York and Aspen. © Gina
Beavers. Photo credit: Lance Brewer.

Caroline Goldstein, September 22, 2020

As galleries and art institutions around the world begin to reopen, we

are spotlighting individual shows—online and IRL—that are worth

your attention.

 

“Gina Beavers: World War Me”
through October 17 at Marianne Boesky Gallery

What the gallery says: “Beavers spends hours scouring Instagram,

YouTube, blogs, and other online sources in search of images that

inspire, compel, repulse, and amuse her. In recent years, she has

become particularly drawn to make-up tutorials created by both

professional and amateur artists. Beavers takes stills from these

tutorials and recreates them with incredible realism, enlivening the

flattened image with dynamic physicality. To create her intensely

tactile works, Beavers builds up acrylic paint so densely on the

canvas that she is able to sculpt it with a knife. For larger works, she

also uses foam to add to the fullness of the forms.

“’I am intrigued by the tools of creativity that are proliferating

online, particularly when people apply these to their own bodies,

from elaborate face and body painting to nail art,’ said Beavers. ‘For

the new works in “World War Me,” I began to use these tools on my

own body, borrowing techniques from the internet to make certain

artists and their work a part of my own physical self. I am interested

in the ways existing online is performative, and the tremendous

lengths people go to in constructing their online selves. Meme-

makers, face-painters, people who make their hair into sculptures,

are really a frontier of a new creative world.’”

Why it’s worth a look: The genesis for this series, which focuses to

a great degree on the artist’s own body, was a Sex and the City

Meme featuring Carrie Bradshaw asking: “as our country entered

World War III, I couldn’t help but wonder… is it time to focus on

World War Me?”

And so Beavers does, using the toxicity of consumerism and the

powerful lure of Instagram as a starting point for works that are as

repulsive as they are enticing. Like Bradshaw’s performative

introspection, a much-satirized tic of the TV series, Beavers is

interested in users’ carefully constructed presences.

The canvases, built up with thick impasto paint, are not so unlike

cakey foundation and spidery eyelashes, thick with dried and crusty

mascara, just as pillowy soft lips are only achieved through sticky

layers, prescriptions, injections, and Facetune.

What it looks like:

Gina Beavers, Addiction Lips (2020). Courtesy of the artist and Marianne
Boesky Gallery, New York and Aspen. © Gina Beavers. Photo credit: Lance

Brewer.

Installation view, “Gina Beavers: World War Me” at Marianne Boesky Gallery.
Photo by Lance Brewer.

Gina Beavers, The Artist’s Lips with Pollock, Kelly, and Kline (2020). Courtesy
of the artist and Marianne Boesky Gallery, New York and Aspen. © Gina

Beavers. Photo credit: Lance Brewer.

Installation view, “Gina Beavers: World War Me” at Marianne Boesky Gallery.
Photo by Lance Brewer.

Gina Beavers, Picasso Underwear (2020). Courtesy of the artist and Marianne
Boesky Gallery, New York and Aspen. © Gina Beavers. Photo credit: Lance

Brewer.

Gina Beavers, American Flag Sponge Butt Cake (2020). Courtesy of the artist
and Marianne Boesky Gallery, New York and Aspen. © Gina Beavers. Photo

credit: Lance Brewer.

Installation view, “Gina Beavers: World War Me” at Marianne Boesky Gallery.
Photo by Lance Brewer.

Gina Beavers, Nude Self-self-portrait  (2020). Courtesy of the artist and
Marianne Boesky Gallery, New York and Aspen. © Gina Beavers. Photo credit:

Lance Brewer.

Gina Beavers, I voted (2020). Courtesy of the artist and Marianne Boesky
Gallery, New York and Aspen. © Gina Beavers. Photo credit: Lance Brewer.
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Katherine Bradford, Gina Beavers, and 140
Other Artists Are Giving Away Their Work for
Free to Donors Supporting Pandemic Relief
Efforts
Artists for Humans has raised over $136,000 for a range of charities.

Clarity Haynes, Venus Altar Detail (study) (2020, left) and Erik Den Breejen, Purple Rain (After Prince) (2020). Courtesy of
the artists.

Taylor Dafoe, May 14, 2020

Two months ago, as governors across the US began issuing shelter-

in-place restrictions, New York artist Hannah Beerman, a recent

graduate of the Hunter College MFA program, looked out the window

of her Manhattan apartment and wondered what artists could do to

support relief efforts.

Her solution was to launch Artists for Humans, an Instagram

initiative in which artists give away artworks to those donating

money to specified relief causes. 

“I didn’t have access to a lot of things, but I do have access to my

relationships and my friends,” Beerman tells Artnet News. The goal

was modest, the artist says. “If somebody had asked me how much I

was hoping to raise, I would have said maybe $400 or $500.”

artistsforhumans
5,364 followers View Profile

View More on Instagram

231 likes
artistsforhumans

#katherinebradford @kathebradford 
From KB: Here is a gouache on paper I made for the cover of a new small
book of my work to be published by Adams and Ollman

8 x 8 inches 
gouache on paper
2020

DM for pricing/bidding.
view all 10 comments

Add a comment...

The day after Beerman launched the effort, she woke up to some 400

direct messages in her inbox from artists willing to contribute. 

To date, the project has raised over $136,000 for the homeless, the

elderly, and others impacted by the health and economic crisis, and

more than 140 artists have donated works, including Gina Beavers,

Katherine Bradford, Jeffrey Gibson, Eddie Martinez, Vaughn Spann,

and Molly Zuckerman-Hartung, with many others in the queue. 

“I feel like right now, we can really radicalize anything,” Beerman

says.

artistsforhumans
5,364 followers View Profile

View More on Instagram

184 likes
artistsforhumans

#JeffreyGibson @jeffrune “believe! believe!
(LOOK HOW FAR WE’VE COME!)”
unique edition screen print
23 x 30 inches
2016
DM for pricing.
view all 9 comments

Add a comment...

New artworks are posted to the Instagram account daily, the values

of which are determined by the artists and revealed to donors

directly. After the donor provides a receipt for a donation made to a

specified charity, Beerman connects them with the artist to arrange

shipping.

Donations range from $100 to $5,000, with most artworks handed

over for below their market value, she says. (Some artists consult

with their galleries to determine values.) 

“The point of the project is for everyone to feel good, to connect

with each other, to connect to the city,” Beerman says.

Beerman will be presenting her own works at NADA’s new online fair,

which goes live Monday. She will also mount a project at Essex

Flowers this summer, and a solo show at Kapp Kapp in the fall.
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